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Optimal rating procedures and methodology for NAEP
open-ended items

Richard J. Patz

CTB/McGraw-Hill

Monterey, CA

1 Executive summary

Mark Wilson

University of California

Berkeley, CA

October 24, 1997

Machteld Hoskens

University of California

Berkeley, CA

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) collects datarepeated, discrete mea-

sures (test items) with hierarchical structure for both the measures and subjects (students)that

is complex by any standard. This complexity has been managed through a "divide and conquer"

approach of isolating and evaluating sources of variability one at a time, using a sequence of rela-

tively simple analyses (Patz, 1996). The cost of this simplicity for NAEP has been limits on the

propagation of information from one sub-analysis to another. This has made some questions that

are relatively straightforward to address in standard circumstances, quite difficult to address in

NAEP. In the present study we consider NAEP's fragmented analysis of errors in the rating of

open-ended responses, we develop methodology for more unified analyses, we apply the method-

ology to analyze rater effects in NAEP data, we investigate how to minimize rater effects using

modern imaging technology, and we draw conclusions and make recommendations in light of these

analyses and other analyses available in the literature.

1.1 Rater effects and what we can do about them

Raters make mistakes, and the systematic consequences of these mistakescalled rater effects

can have serious consequences for the reported results of educational tests and assessments. To

complement our analyses of rater effects in NAEP, we review several recent analyses of rater effects

in other programs.

A review of the literature reveals that rater effects can be quite significant, and that they may

take several forms. We say rater bias is present when individual raters have consistent tendencies

9
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Optimal rating procedures 3

to be differentially severe or lenient in rating particular test items. Raters may also drift, becoming

more severe or lenient over the course of a rating period. The magnitude of rater effects and their

impact on test scores can be quite significant, and yet this may be well hidden when only a few

traditional measures of reliability (e.g., percent exact agreement among raters) are reported. That

is, it is quite possible to have high percentages of exact agreement between raters and yet have

significant amounts of rater bias affecting test scores.

Providing raters with periodic feedback during the rating process can significantly improve

the quality of ratings, although effective intervention requires fast and accurate algorithms for

quantifying rater severity.

1.2 Analyses of rater effects in NAEP data

Analyses of data from 1992 and 1994 NAEP State Reading Assessments at grade 4 reveal several

important facts about rater effects in NAEP. Rater effects, in particular, differential severity of

raters scoring individual items, are detectable in NAEP. Quantifying the size and impact of these

effects is hampered by several factors, two of the most important being that 1) the technology for

generalizing NAEP's scaling models to include rater parameters is currently in its formative stages,

and 2) the NAEP design for the allocation of responses to raters is unbalanced. Our analyses address

and partially overcome the first limitation; the second limitation can and should be addressed in

the design of future NAEP scoring sessions.

The within-year rater effects we detect in NAEP are not particularly large, especially when con-

sidered in light of other sources of uncertainty and error in NAEP. In the context of NAEP, these

rater effects are mitigated by 1) the presence of multiple-choice items in addition to constructed-

response items, 2) the randomization of individual responses to raters, and 3) the aggregate nature

of NAEP's reported statistics. In this context, the across-year rater effects may be of more impor-

tance.

1.3 Optimal allocation procedures

The method of distributing responses to raters can have very significant consequences for the impact

of rater errors. We found that randomization of raters to individual responses instead of intact

booklets may lead to a significant reduction in the error associated with estimated proficiencies.

This improvement is especially significant in the presence of large rater biases that tend to be
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consistent across the items of a test. This item-by-item randomization, not used in 1992 NAEP

but adopted for 1994 NAEP, leads to an improvement in the accuracy of plausible values that

we estimate to be equivalent to adding one additional test item to NAEP's roughly 20-item test

booklets.

We propose and investigate a stratified randomization procedure that attempts to cancel the

residual rater biases at a test score (or plausible values) level. This procedure, which could be

incorporated into an integrated system for rater training, monitoring, and feedback, is shown in

simulations to significantly improve proficiency estimation in the presence of severe rater effects.

This finding is of general interest to the educational measurement field and should be investigated

further and tested on a pilot basis.

The randomization needs to be carried out in a way that ensures that unbalanced designs do

not result. Regardless of which particular randomization procedure is used, the distribution of

responses to raters should be conducted in a statistically balanced fashion.

1.4 Using information from second ratings

NAEP rescores 25% of the responses to open-ended items. Currently, information from the second

ratings is used only for quality control purposes. Once levels of exact agreement between ratings

are deemed acceptably high, the second rating is discarded and the first is retained and used for

subsequent inference (see, e.g., Johnson, Mazzeo, and Kline, 1994, pp. 88-91). Information from

the second set of ratings, if incorporated appropriately, should bring greater precision to NAEP's

reported statistics. In generalizability theory, the inclusion of second ratings is a standard and

accepted practice. The current methods for using second ratings in item response theory (IRT)

have been criticized on the grounds that they overestimate the contribution of the repeated mea-

sures (Patz, 1996). The amount of additional information available to NAEP but not used should

motivate useful development of appropriate statistical methodology for incorporating information

from multiple ratings of student work.

1.5 Recommendations

Based on the analyses conducted in this project, a review of related literature, and experiences from

related research projects on rater effects, we make the following recommendations for consideration

by the National Assessment Governing Board in its redesign of NAEP.

111
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1. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and NAEP should continue to develop

a better framework for reporting on rater reliability in IRT contexts. In particular, NCES

should require that NAEP contractors quantify how reported statistics would be expected to

vary over replications of the professional scoring process.

2. NCES and its NAEP contractors should make more detailed information on the scoring

process available, including time-stamped scoring data, read-behind, and/or check-sets data.

This will facilitate investigation of the behavior of raters over the course of the scoring sessions

and also from year to year.

3. NCES and its NAEP contractors should continue to develop and deploy systems that take full

advantage of imaging technology in professional scoring. In particular, continued advances

should be encouraged in systems for randomizing responses to raters with balanced designs,

systems for monitoring rater performance, and systems for providing raters real-time feedback.

4. NCES should experiment with advanced randomization procedures based on real-time mon-

itoring of rater severities in order to cancel residual differences in rater severities at the scale

score (i.e., plausible values) level.

5. NCES should investigate improved methods of rubric standardization using imaging in order

to increase the validity of NAEP's longitudinal equating.

6. NCES should encourage research to develop appropriate statistical methodology for incorpo-

rating information from multiple ratings of student work when item response theory scoring

is used.

The remainder of this report provides more detail on the topics summarized above.

2 Introduction

Item response theory (IRT), introduced into NAEP analyses in the first redesign (Jones, 1996), gave

NAEP much greater flexibility and more precise measurement. NAEP analyses now incorporate

variability due to uncertain item characteristics (through IRT estimation of item parameters), due

to sampling of students (through jackknife estimation of a sampling variance component), and

due to measurement of individual proficiencies (through multiple-imputation or "plausible values"

methodology) .
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These careful, IRT-based analyses of NAEP are presently informing steps toward simplification

of early NAEP reports (Forsyth, Hambleton, Linn, Mislevy, and Yen, 1996). Because NAEP

has performed careful analyses using a nearly exhaustive conditioning model, NAEP researchers

may now make intelligent decisions about how to use smaller conditioning models and simpler

methods for providing early NAEP results. Similarly, reporting NAEP scores in an observed score

("market-basket") metric will facilitate quicker analyses using some tools of classical test theory

and generalizability theory. Valid inferences based on such simplifications are possible only because

IRT plays a pivotal role in the construction of parallel market-baskets and because IRT allows us

to report scores on one market-basket when items from another were administered.

In the present study we bring the rating of open-ended items directly into NAEP's existing IRT

methodology. Our analyses are intended to both recognize an inherent complexity and provide a

research basis for valid simplification. An IRT analysis of NAEP rater effects helps explain how the

characteristics of students, items, and raters interact in the formation of NAEP open-ended item

responses, and this information sheds light on the relative efficacy of simpler real-time algorithms

for monitoring and controlling rater effects.

NAEP's current analysis of the rating process for open-ended items stands in contrast to its

careful analyses of other sources of variance. Errors introduced into NAEP inferences due to

rating errors are largely ignored in NAEP analyses (Patz, 1996). Existing analyses of NAEP rater

agreement (e.g., Johnson, Mazzeo, and Kline, 1994) are limited in scope to percent agreement and

limited in practice to controlling rater effects at their source. Variability in the rating process is

not modeled and accounted for in subsequent NAEP analyses.

NAEP analyses model item response probabilities in terms of 1) student proficiency and 2)

item characteristics. For NAEP's open-ended items, however, the probability that a given response

will earn a particular score depends not only on proficiency and item characteristics, but also on

characteristics (e.g., severity) of the person who rates the student's response. This suggests that

rater effects should be modeled at the item response level. Item response models for rater and

rater-by-item effectsprincipally variations on the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM; Fischer,

1973, 1983)have been proposed and applied to data arising from performance assessments and

other forms of judged performance (e.g., Engelhard, 1994; Wilson and Wang, 1995). LLTMs are

generalizations of the one-parameter logistic or Rasch (1960) model, and are more restrictive than

NAEP's IRT models. NAEP item responses have been modeled by 2- and 3-parameter logistic

13
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(2PL and 3PL) models and by generalized partial credit (GPC; Muraki, 1992) models, which have

not incorporated any rater modeling. Recent advances in statistical model-fitting technology using
1

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) make it possible to truly generalize the 2PL and GPC models

used by NAEP for open-ended items, incorporating rater effects and rater-by-item effects (Patz

and Junker, 1997b).

D Recent advances in imaging and scoring technology provide us with much more flexibility in the

process of distributing open-ended responses to raters. When digitized images of student responses

are distributed to raters in a computer network, the possibilities for monitoring rater judgments and

providing feedback in real-time are greatly improved over those available using paper-and-pencil
D technology. Intelligent algorithms that make optimal use of this technology for NAEP are within

reach. The effectiveness of such approaches will depend heavily on how well they are adapted to

the nature and severity of rater effects in NAEP.

ID
In the present study we begin with a careful, item-by-item analysis of NAEP rater effects, and

then explore efficient algorithms for real-time monitoring and feedback for raters. The ultimate

goal of this line of research is an elegant simplicity born of careful analysisa way to increase the

reliability of NAEP inferences without adding additional time to NAEP's reporting schedule.
II In section 3 we introduce formal notation for IRT models with rater effects within both the

LLTM and GLLTM frameworks. In section 4 we review a recent series of studies of rater effects in

other IRT contexts in order to place the NAEP challenges in a broader context. We proceed with

1 two analyses of rater effects in two NAEP data sets. Section 5 describes the use of data from the

NAEP 1992 Trial State Assessment in Reading at grade 4 in order to 1) to conduct preliminary

analyses on a relatively small scalea convenient extract involving only six items and ten raters was

studied, and 2) to carry out a prototype simulation study to investigate the impact of rater effects

D on item calibration and proficiency estimation under two designs for allocating item responses to

raters. Section 6 presents analyses of data from NAEP's 1994 State Assessment in Reading at

grade 4. This analysis involved all 22 constructed-response items from the Literary Experience

reading scale using the National Comparison Sample. In section 7 we investigate the implications

of rater effects for IRT scale scores and classical reliability estimates under three different allocation

designs. One of those designs, a stratified randomization based on rater severity, proposes a possible

improvement to NAEP's existing randomization design. Finally, in section 8 we draw conclusions

and make recommendations for consideration during the redesign of NAEP.
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3 IRT models for rater effects

Several studies of rater effects in educational assessment have employed analysis of variance or

generalizability methodology in the raw score metric (e.g., Cronbach, Linn, Brennan, and Haertel,

1995; Koretz, Stecher, Klein, and McCaffrey, 1994). When IRT scaling is employed and scale

scores reported, as in NAEP, it becomes important to assess the impact of rater variability in the

scale score metric. This requires that rater effects be modeled at the item response level. One

IRT approach to modeling rater effects is based on the polytomous form of the Linear Logistic

Test Model (LLTM; Fischer, 1973, 1983), an extension of the Rasch (1960) model that allows

an ANOVA-like additive decomposition in the logit scale. Software to apply restricted cases of

the LLTM (so-called facets models) has been developed by Linacre (1989), as has software that

can estimate models specified under the full LLTM approach (Wu, Adams, and Wilson, in press;

Ponocny and Ponocny-Seliger, in press). The technique has been applied to rater effect estimation

by Engelhard (1994, 1996), Myford and Mislevy (1995), and Wilson and Wang (1995).

We describe the basic notation for an LLTM IRT rater model here. For J dichotomous items

with parameters 0j (j = 1, 2, ... , J) presented to I students with proficiencies 9i (i = 1,2, ... , I)

rated by R raters with severity parameters pr = 1,2, ... , R), we observe responses Xiir = xiir

Typically every rater does not rate every response, so we let {r : r ij} denote the set of raters

who rate examinee i's response to item j. A conditional independence assumption is made asserting

independence of ratings given rater parameters p, item parameters /3, and proficiencies 0:

XX), P) P(Xijr lei, 0j, PO- (1)
{r:r -'ij}

The distributions of rated responses p(Xijr lei, Pr) follows a binomial distribution with the prob-

ability of a correct response given by

that is,

Pijr = P(Xijr = 110A, Pr) =
1

4- exP (0i Pr)
(2)

logit(piir) = Oi i3i pr.

This is an example of an LLTM with two facets: one for items and one for raters. LLTMs define a

large class of models that include the Rasch model, Masters' (1982) partial credit model (PCM),

as well as several models for rater effects. The model is easily extended to include polytomous

responses and additional facets, such as those for content domain, rater-by-item interactions, etc.

15
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(Linacre, 1989). For consistency with other notation for existing NAEP models presented below,

we will label the particular LLTM in (2) and its extension to the polytomous case the PC-R model,

since it is a partial credit model with rater effects.

LLTMs, and the PC-R model in particular, are not generalizations of the IRT models used by

NAEP for open-ended items. LLTMs are more restrictive of test items in that they require that all

items have a common slope or discrimination parameter. NAEP's GPC model and its 2PL special

case allow different items to have different item characteristic curve slopes ai.

Patz (1996) and Patz and Junker (1997b) introduce a true generalization (called hereafter

GLLTM) of the 2PL and GPC models that incorporates rater parameters directly into these models

that NAEP currently uses for its open-ended items. GLLTMs generalize LLTMs in the same way

that Muraki's (1992) GPC model generalizes Masters' (1982) PCMby allowing a multiplicative

constant in addition to additive constants in the logit scale. We will denote by GPC-R the particular

GLLTM that adds rater effects to the GPC model, in analagous fashion to the PC-R designation

above. It is important to note, however, that the additive decomposition used to incorporate rater

effects in both the PC-R and GPC-R models is quite general. This decomposition in the logit scale

results in what Fischer and Parzer (1991) call "virtual items," and these may be used to model not

only rater effects but also other experimental conditions or facets (e.g., Huguenard, Lerch, Junker,

Patz, and Kass, 1997).

The GPC-R allows individual raters to affect the location parameter for each item, making some

items more difficult and others less difficult. Formally, the model lets Pry be the severity parameter

for rater r on item j. The resulting IRT model may be expressed in terms of its logit:

logit(p(Xijr 10i aj,i3j, Prj)) = ajOi Qi Prj (3)

The GPC-R model has the advantage of modeling raters using a model that is a generalization

of NAEP's IRT models, but it has the disadvantage of requiring a slower and more cumbersome

model-fitting algorithm based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). On the other hand, the PC-

R model can be fit quickly using the E-M algorithm, but it uses models that are approximations to

the NAEP IRT models. In this study we find that the approximation of the GPC-R with the PC-R

is reasonably close and may be useful for real-time assessments of rater severity where MCMC

would be too slow to be of use.

16
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4 Lessons from other contexts: Rater effects and what we can do

about them

4.1 What do rater effects look like?

Using an item response theory approach, several authors have documented the size and scope of

rater effects (Engelhard, 1994, 1996; Myford and Mislevy, 1995; Wilson and Wang, 1995). We

will use the last of these to illustrate some typical findings. Wilson and Wang (1995), analyzed

results from the 1994 California Learning Assessment System (CLAS) test in the topic area of

Mathematics. Concentrating on a special sample of the grade 4 students, there were two types of

items used that required ratings: investigations (relatively longer items), and open-ended questions

(somewhat shorter items). The particular sample studied involved 49 raters. The severities of these

raters and their 95% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 1. The intervals do not all overlap, and

the chi-square statistic for testing equal severity is 771.14 with 48 degrees of freedom. Therefore, we

conclude that, subject to the existing information, and with standard levels of statistical confidence,

the raters were operating with different severities. This is an important finding in the present

context because CLAS simply added rater judgments without making any adjustments for rater

variation. Note that these differences persist even though there were methods in place, such as

rater training and checking procedures, that were designed to ameliorate rater severity differences.

To further illustrate the impact of this disparity in rater severity, consider the following. Figure 2

shows item characteristic curves (ICCs) of the investigation item of Form 3 rated by rater 48 (the

least severe rater) and rater 46 (the most severe rater). Comparing these two figures, one can

easily note that the ICCs shift toward the right from rater 48 to rater 46. It is thus much more

difficult for examinees to obtain higher scores from rater 46 than from rater 48. Figure 3 shows the

expected scores of this item rated by these two raters. An examinee with ability 0.0 logits would

be predicted to have an expected score of 2.2 from rater 48 and 0.7 from rater 46. An examinee

with ability 2.0 logits would have an expected score of 3.7 from rater 48 and 1.7 from rater 46.

The maximum difference of expected scores derived from these two raters is about 2 points (when

examinees' abilities are located between 0.5 logits and 2.5 logits). Since all of the open-ended items

and the investigation items are judged on a 6-point scale, a difference of 2 points is an important

bias.

This bias is not one that will always be detected by a comparison of raw ratings. For example,
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Figure 1: 95% confidence intervals of the 49 rater severities in the CLAS example.
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a raw score of 2 derived from rater 48 represents an ability estimate of -0.3 logits, but it would

represent 2.4 logits if the score were derived from rater 46. Therefore, in a case where raters vary

in severity, the same raw scores derived from two raters are not necessarily the result of the same

ability estimates. In other words, raw examinee scores are no longer sufficient statistics for ability

estimates (as in the simple logistic model), hence checks on the consistency of raw scores, which

have been used as the basis for the traditional measurements of an "industry standard" are not a

guarantee against significant problems in rater consistency.

One way that we can examine the effect of variations in rater severity on the results is as

follows. Defining severe raters and lenient raters as those whose severities are located one standard

deviation (0.56 logits) above and below the mean, respectively, there are 4 severe raters and 7 lenient

raters. Suppose the 49 raters are randomly allocated to student scripts, then the probability that

an examinee will be judged on an investigation item by a severe rater is 4/49 = 8.2%, and by a

lenient rater is 7/49 = 14.3%. Similarly, the probability that an examinee will be judged on an

open-ended item by two severe raters is 0.7%, and by two lenient raters is 2.0%. Fortunately, these

percentages are small. If the percentages were larger, then it would call into question the fairness

18
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(a): Rated by Rater 48
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Figure 2: Probability distribution of the investigation item of Form 3 judged by rater 48 (above)

and rater 46 (below).
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Figure 3: Expected scores on the investigation of Form 3 when the examinees were judged by raters

48 and 46.
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Figure 4: Absolute differences in ability estimates with and without equal rater severity assumption.

of the system as a whole.

Another way to investigate the impact of rater severity on this particular data set is to constrain

all of the rater severities to be identical (assuming raters are equal in severity) and then estimate the

person ability again. These new estimates are compared to the old estimates where different rater

severities are taken into account. We find that the mean of the absolute differences in person ability

estimates between these two models is 0.08 logits, and the maximum difference is 0.35 logits. The

standard deviation of the estimated absolute differences is 0.06 logits. Figure 4 shows the absolute

differences as a function of the old ability estimates.

The influence of variations in rater severities in this particular data is not very great on the test

as a whole, because only a few raters differ in severity and because these extreme raters judged

mainly the investigation items. This concentration of the consistency problem in the investigation

mode may be due to the lack of a second rating (which was used as a quality control method in

the open-ended items) for the investigation items. But the differences in rater severities can have

large effects on individual students.
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Percentages of the examinees Differences (in logits) Z.-score Percentiles

Maximum changes 0.35 0.45 17.36

Median changes 0.08 0.10 3.98
75% 0.12 0.15 5.96
90% 0.15 0.20 7.93

95% 0.18 0.23 9.10

Table 1: Changes in percentiles of the person estimates when the raters are assumed to have equal

severities.

Assuming a normal distribution of the ability estimates, we derive a rough index of the changes

in estimated observed score percentiles when the raters are assumed to have equal severities and

show it in Table 1. As the variance of the old ability estimates is 0.61, a maximum absolute

difference of 0.35 logits corresponds to a Z-score of 0.45, which in turn corresponds to a change

in percentiles of about 17, assuming this person's original position is located at about the mean.

(If it is further from the mean, the change in percentiles will be less.) Similarly, the changes in

percentiles are below 4 for half of the examinees, below 6 for about 75% of the examinees, and

below 8 for about 90% of the examinees. However, the changes in percentiles for about 5% of the

examines will be more than 9.

These effects have been found in data that was considered quite acceptable by the standard

criterion used by CLASthe percentage of exact matches. For this particular data set, the per-

centage of exact matches was 87.5% (CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1995, Table D10), which was within the

tolerances set by CLAS, and also quite close to the criterion used by NAEP. Thus, one important

message from these findings is that the current practices based on raw score comparisons are not

giving us sufficient information to judge whether the raters have been doing a good job.

4.2 Are raters consistent over time?

The example above discussed the dimensions and effects of between-rater differences in severity.

Strict interpretation of these results would assume that raters are consistent over the rating period,

that is, that within-rater variation was small or nonexistent. An opportunity arose to investigate

this in a later rating context in California, again with the CLAS Mathematics Test (Wilson and

Case, 1996). On this occasion, the time period during which the ratings took placemorning or

afternoonwas recorded. The rating session stretched over 2 1/2 days, so there were five rating

periods available for analysis. It was found that raters varied in just about all the ways you could
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Figure 5: Estimated severity of a CLAS Mathematics rater (32) over five rating periods (Wilson

and Case, 1996).

imagine they might. Two examples are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5, a rater has started

out with an average leniency of almost 40% in score points. This can be translated as meaning that,

on average, the rater was assigning four scores out of ten that were 1 score point too high. After

the first period, the rater moved back towards the mean over all raters, and in fact became a bit

too severethis sort of over-correction is not unusual. However, this severity was not large enough

to reach statistical significance in any of the remaining periods, although it remained constant at

about 20% (i.e., on average, the rater was assigning two scores out of ten that were 1 score point too

low). Of course, statistical significance may not be the only issue to consider herea discrepancy

of 2 score points out of every 10 on the observed ratings seems fairly large. In Figure 6, the rater

has done the oppositestarted off pretty much in line with the mean of the raters, then drifted

away to become more severe in the last few periods.

The rater severities were of a similar magnitude in this study as the previous one. In order to

give some sort of overall indication of the impact of these rater effects, we estimated the average

difference between the observed score and the estimated score for three different models: (a) no
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Figure 6: Estimated severity of a CLAS Mathematics rater (65) over five rating periods (Wilson

and Case, 1996).
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Period No Rater Constant Rater Rater within Period
1 10 7 3
2 12 9 4
3 14 9 5
4 9 7 3
5 12 8 4

Table 2: Impact of rater severities (in percentages) across scoring periods.

rater effects, (b) constant rater effects, and (c) rater effects within period. We calculated these

within each period, to see if the results were stable over time. These are shown in Table 2. As can

be seen, the estimated reduction in error by introducing constant rater effects is between 2 and 4

percentage points (i.e, on average, the scores would become 2 to 4 points out of 100 more accurate if

we consider the raters as having constant severities). This improvement was approximately doubled

by considering the raters as having severities that varied between periods.

4.2.1 What can we do to reduce rater variation (both within and between raters)?

Between-rater variation arises initially due to background and personality differences between raters

and due to differential effects of training. Ensuring greater uniformity as raters emerge from training

would certainly be a positive contribution, but, as has been shown above, raters still have a tendency

to drift. Thus, to reduce rater variation in a comprehensive way (both within and between), we

need to develop methods of making corrections in an ongoing way. This was attempted in a

third study in California, this time using the Golden State Examination in Economics (Hoskens,

Wilson, and Stavisky, 1997). The PC-R model was estimated using a marginal maximum likelihood

(MML) program (Con Quest; Wu, Adams, and Wilson, in press). Feedback on rater severities (as

well as some other basic information) was given to the leaders of small groups of raters (so called

"table leaders"). This information was provided after the end of each rating period (approximately

a half-day). The overall pattern of rater severities were similar to those described above, so it

will not be described here. One way to examine the outcomes of the feedback is to consider

the severities in the first and last periodsif the feedback is having a positive effect, then there

should be a reduction. Table 3 shows this information. The entries in the cells show how many

raters had nonsignificant severities during both periods (top left), significant severities during both

periods (bottom right), changed from significant to nonsignificant (bottom left), and changed from
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Final Period
All Tables Four Tables

Initial Period 11 nonsignificant I significant nonsignificant I significant

nonsignificant
significant

14
7

2

5

14
6

2
1

Table 3: Number of raters that were, or were not, significantly different from the average for initial
and final rating periods.

nonsignificant to significant (top right). First this is shown for all raters (left-hand panel in Table 3).

The good news is that seven raters have reduced their severities from significant to nonsignificant.

The not-so-good news is that five have maintained their seventies as significant, and two have

actually increased their severities so that they have become significant. There was one complication

at this scoring site: One of the table leaders became very opposed to the prevailing standards that

were being applied to the students' work. He advocated considerably "higher" standards (i.e.,

increased severity), and his table was greatly affected by this conflict, with raters changing their

seventies quite dramatically during the scoring session (in the end, this table leader left the scoring

session before the beginning of period 5). If we remove the raters who were part of this table, then

the results are shown in the right-hand panel in Table 3. Here the number of raters who maintained

their severities so that they were statistically significant at both the beginning and end has been

reduced to 1. The removal of this group of raters has no effect on the number of raters who changed

from nonsignificance to significance.

A second strategy to reduce rater effects is to control for them statistically. This can be done

by retaining the rater parameters in the statistical model used to scale the data. Effectively, this

is what was done in Table 2, and so the interpretations of effect size that were shown there are

indicative of the potential overall effects of such adjustments. This is a strategy that has not been

pursued much in large-scale assessments. This is partly because the testing agencies have been

satisfied with success rates such as those noted above for CLAS: 90% (or so) exact matches using

double-readings. As we have shown above, this overall statistic is quite capable of concealing some

very large problems, and probably does so in many circumstances. Interestingly enough, this is very

close to the same criterion that was used by NAEP to accept the rescored performance assessments

in the 1992 data; the rates for the 1994 NAEP data hovered around this figure, some better, some

worse. Of course, sensible rater allocation policies (i.e., ensuring that each student's work is scored
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by several raters) will assuage the effects of bias on individual student results. And, in a case such

as NAEP, where group rather than individual results are the us, the effects of having several

raters scoring the group's results will also reduce the problem of bias. However, in this case, the

effects of rater inconsistency will be propagated to the final results in the form of underestimated

error variance rather than as bias.

5 NAEP analyses Part I: 1992 Trial State Assessment in Reading

In this section we first describe the rater-by-item effects observed in the 1992 NAEP data set, and

then we describe a preliminary simulation study designed to evaluate several designs for distributing

responses to raters in light of these effects.

5.1 GLLTM analyses of rater effects

Patz and Junker (1997b) fit a GLLTM (in particular, the GPC-R model of equation 3) to a subset

of the data from NAEP's 1992 Trial State Assessment Program in Reading at grade 4. The subset

involved 1,500 students whose responses to six open-ended items were rated by one of the ten most

common raters. The purpose of the analysis was to understand the types of rater effects present in

data sets of that type and to explore effective ways of modeling them.

Figure 7 depicts the fitted item-rater characteristic curves for the first item and for the set of

ten raters. This figure illustrates the manner in which rater effects are being modeled hereeach

rater has the effect of shifting the curve of each item, which is consistent with the way rater effects

are modeled in studies of rater effects and rater feedback described in section 4 above. Figure 7 also

communicates the nature and severity of rater effects in terms of raw item scorethe probability

of obtaining credit for a response may vary by as much as 20% depending on the rater assigned to

rate the response. Seen another way, out of 10 average students, the most severe rater would be

expected to fail two more students than the least severe rater.

The model was fit using the Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs algorithm described in Patz

(1996) and Patz and Junker (1997).

Figure 8 shows the estimated posterior distributions for rater-by-item effects pry for all ten

raters on each of the six items. Rater 6 makes item one "easy" whereas rater 8 makes it more

difficult, for example. In Figure 8 one can detect heterogeneity in both the overall (mean) severity

of raters and also the differential severity of raters across the items. The variance of the estimated
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Figure 7: Fitted item-rater characteristic curves for one item and ten raters, from a subset of

NAEP's 1992 Trial State Assessment Program in Reading (Patz, 1996).

rater-by-item effects firi is 0.112, which means that the standard deviation of these effects is about

one third of the theoretical (a priori) proficiency distribution. The variance of the mean of the

estimated rater-by-item effects for raters across items, is 0.0545, meaning that about half of

the variance of the estimated rater-by-item effects is attributable to a general tendency of raters to

be severe or lenient across items.

5.2 Assessing rater designs by simulating from a fitted rater model

Rater effects of the type depicted in Figure 8, when present, are typically ignored in standard

analyses of item response data involving constructed-response items, except for the work using

PC-R models discussed above. In this section we investigate the implications that ignoring these

effects may have on inferences regarding item parameters and student proficiencies.

Table 4 compares posterior means and standard deviations from an MCMC fitting of the stan-

dard 2PL model with those of the rater effect model described above. Note that the estimated

slope parameters, cad, remain largely unchanged, whereas there are some significant changes in the

location parameters, flj.

Table 4 raises an important question about the implications of ignoring systematic rater effects
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Param. 2PL Model Rater Model

)31 -1.73 (0.10) -1.19 (0.19)
/32 -0.45 (0.07) -0.37 (0.16)
/33 0.42 (0.07) 0.57 (0.17)

04 -1.54 (0.12) -1.32 (0.21)
/35 -0.99 (0.09) -0.98 (0.18)

06 0.26 (0.07) 0.54 (0.16)

al 1.40 (0.13) 1.39 (0.14)
a2 1.08 (0.10) 1.09 (0.10)
a3 1.17 (0.11) 1.19 (0.11)
a4 2.09 (0.20) 2.19 (0.22)
a5 1.60 (0.14) 1.64 (0.14)
a6 1.11 (0.11) 1.11 (0.10)

Table 4: MCMC parameter estimates for J = 6 2PL items based on a sample of I = 1,000 students
whose responses were rated by one of R = 10 raters in NAEP's 1992 Trial State Assessment in
Reading.

when they are present. We address this question using a straightforward simulation study.

In this simulation we varied two conditions:

Rater effect type was classified in one of four conditions depending on the overall variance of

rater-by-item effects and on the proportion of that variance attributable to overall severity/leniency

of individual raters across items. The first condition represents a control conditionno rater effects

are present, and data is generated from a standard 2PL model. The second rater effect condition

reproduces the nature of the rater effects observed in the NAEP subset and depicted in Figure 8.

Here the standard deviation, crpri, of the rater-by-item effects was 0.33, and 54% of the variance

is attributable to overall (mean) rater effects across items (i.e., ot = 0.54ap2ri). The third and

fourth conditions represent a somewhat more serious rater-by-item variability (up?, = 0.66), but

they differ in the proportion of variance attributable to mean rater effects: In the third condition

raters vary primarily in terms of overall severity, whereas in the fourth condition rater variability

is heterogeneous across items.

Rater-to-task design had two conditions. In 1992 NAEP, raters were randomly assigned

to student papers, but one rater scored all performances by the student. This assignment "by

student" is the first rater-to-task condition. In the second condition, raters are randomly assigned

to student responses: all raters rate some responses to all items, but each response by each student

is rated by a randomly selected rater. This is the "random" condition for raters-to-task design.
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Effect None Mild Mod. Overall Mod. by Item
std. dev. of pri 0.00 0.33 0.66 0.66

Design % of var. in pr. 0.54 0.90 0.10

Locations thi 0.075 (0.002) 0.102 (0.003) 0.139 (0.027) 0.206 (0.004)
By Stdnt Slopes /32i 0.101 (0.003) 0.107 (0.003) 0.127 (0.005) 0.164 (0.003)

Proficiencies 8 0.582 (0.004) 0.597 (0.004) 0.708 (0.013) 0.594 (0.004)

Locations thj 0.075 (0.002) 0.121 (0.017) 0.133 (0.014) 0.224 (0.019)
Random Slopes 132J 0.101 (0.003) 0.123 (0.005) 0.168 (0.005) 0.173 (0.007)

Proficiencies 0.582 (0.004) 0.601 (0.010) 0.612 (0.010) 0.614 (0.014)

Table 5: Mean (across 100 simulated data sets) of the RMSE for item parameters and proficiency
estimates. Standard errors of these means are in parentheses.

We simulated data sets with performances by 2,000 examinees on 12 two-level constructed-

response items. For each experimental condition, 100 data sets were generated. First, student

proficiencies were generated according to a N(0,1) distribution. Then item parameters a and )3

were generated in a manner consistent with observed distributions of the estimated parameters

in NAEP's 1992 Trial State Assessment Program in Reading at grade 4. In particular, ad's were

generated according to a log-normal(0.34, a = 0.24) distribution, and Pi's were generated according

to a N(-0.13, a = 1.19) distribution. Rater effect parameters, pfd, for the ten raters on twelve

items, were not generated randomly but were held fixed at equally spaced quantiles of the normal

distributions implied by their experimental condition.

Each generated data set was fit to the standard 2PL model using an E-M-based marginal

maximum likelihood IRT model-fitting software package (PARDUX; Burket, 1996). For each data

set, the square root of the mean squared error (RMSE) was calculated for the twelve a's, the

twelve (3's, and the 2, 000 8's. The mean (across the 100 simulations) of these RMSE statistics are

presented in Table 5, along with their associated standard errors.

5.2.1 Discussion of the first simulation study

The results of this simulation, which are presented in Table 5, suggest several conclusions. First,

rater effects of this type, when present but not modeled, increase the error in the estimation of

item parameters. This increase is most notable in the location parameters, Pi, and this increase is

not sensitive to the design for assigning raters to responses within examinee, at least, among the

designs investigated here. Even the fairly mild rater effects observed in the NAEP example increase

the error in item location estimation by about one third. Estimation of the slope parameters, a3,
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is not seriously affected in this case.

The impact of not-modeled rater effects on proficiency estimation is considerable when these

effects are systematic within rater (i.e., of the 'overall' variety) and when the same rater scores

all responses by a given examinee. Not surprisingly, the impact of these effects is significantly

mitigated when an individual examinee's responses are rated by a random selection of raters. Since

II it is difficult to know a priori the nature and severity of rater effects that may be encountered in

scoring examinees, it appears wise to randomize the assignment of individual item responses to

raters whenever possible.

This example from NAEP demonstrates that rater effects can be incorporated into the NAEP

item calibration model yielding useful information about the characteristics of raters and items, a

finding that is entirely in agreement with the results of the earlier series of studies cited above.

In the context of the present study, we can conclude that

1. The simulation methodology is workable and yields useful information regarding the distri-

bution design for assigning responses to raters.

2. Measurement quality could be significantly improved by randomly assigning raters to item

responses, instead of assigning raters to examinees and having just one rater scoring all

responses by the examinees. In 1994 NAEP implemented this change, and information from

the simulation study suggests that this change was a significant improvement and that it

should be preserved in the redesign.

5.3 An LLTM analysis of rater effects in 1992 NAEP

Although the results in section 5.2 show that fitting the GPC-R models can make important

improvements, there is a serious limitation to that usefulnessthe MCMC estimation is very slow.

For practical purposes of providing real-time feedback to raters about their performances, MCMC

fitting of GLLTMs is too slow to be useful. Thus we would like to know whether the faster MML

estimation technique, applied to the PC-R model, would supply useful information.

We fit three LLTMs to this 1992 NAEP extract:

1. A regular partial credit model (PCM) that ignores potential rater effects and estimates only

item difficulties and steps (based on all ratings available for each item).
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Model -21ogL No. Param AIC

NAEP 92 1. Partial credit 10526.4 7 140.4
2. General rater effects 10491.0 16 123.0
3. Item-specific rater effects 10406.5 61 128.5

Table 6: Goodness of fit of three LLTM models for the NAEP 1992 data extract.

LI
[ Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Mean fi

PC-R 0.243 0.351 0.357 0.278 0.312 0.433 0.329
GPC -R 0.238 0.379 0.367 0.203 0.281 0.387 0.309

Table 7: Mean absolute residuals, IXii Pii(0i)I, resulting from fitting LLTM (PC-R) and GLLTM
(GPC-R) models to the 1992 NAEP data extract.

2. A PC-R model with general rater effects that includes parameters for rater severity that are

constant over items, in addition to item difficulties and item step parameters.

3. A PC-R model with item-specific rater effects that includes rater severity parameters that

are specific to each item, in addition to item difficulties and item steps. The item-specific

rater parameters indicate how much more severe (or lenient) a rater is than the average rater

when scoring a particular item.

Table 6 presents goodness of fit results from fitting the three models. Likelihood-ratio test

statistics indicate that the model goodness of fit to the data significantly improves when general

rater effects are taken into account in addition to item difficulties and steps (x = 35.4, p < 0.01),

and that further improvement is obtained when the rater effects are modeled to be item specific

rather than general (x45 = 184.5, p < 0.01). From the AIC indices, however, one could conclude

that the model with general rater effects fits the data best.

5.4 LLTM vs. GLLTM

Table 7 compares the residuals obtained fitting the PC-R and GPC-R models to the same extract

of data from 1992 NAEP. Overall, the mean residual is lower for the GPC-R model, although this

varies by item. Figure 9 compares estimated rater-by-item effects resulting from an PC-R analysis

of the 1992 data set with those obtained using the MCMC fit of the GPC-R.

These results suggest that the more efficiently estimated PC-R model may provide a useful
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real-time approximation to the GPC-R rater severity. Such a real-time estimate of rater severity

may be useful in providing feedback and modifying allocation strategies, as discussed in section 7

below. The similarity is also displayed in the bottom panel of Figure 11, which shows ICCs for a

partial credit model and several different estimates of a GPC model.

6 NAEP analyses Part II: 1994 State Assessment in Reading

Using the preliminary 1992 data analyses as a guide, we conducted a second set of analyses. For

this study we used all of the constructed-response data on the "Reading for Literary Experi-

ence" scale from the National Comparison Sample in NAEP's 1994 State Assessment Program in

Reading. In particular, the data set has N = 4,610 examinees; J = 22 items (fourteen 2-level

constructed-response items, four 3-level constructed-response items, and four 4-level constructed-

response items); R = 64 raters; and second ratings on 25% of the items. A large portion of this

data set is missing by design, according to NAEP's matrix sampling design.

6.1 Calibrations: NAEP, MCMC, PCM

We began our model-fitting analysis by fitting NAEP's item response theory (IRT) models to our

particular data extract using both the MCMC model-fitting technology and marginal maximum

likelihood model-fitting technology. This exercise serves to 1) verify the plausibility of the MCMC

parameter estimates vis-a-vis those reported by NAEP and 2) provide information about the speed

of the model-fitting algorithms with the current data set.

For open-ended items, NAEP uses Muraki's (1992) generalized partial credit (GPC) model. We

present the model here in a slightly different (but equivalent) parameterization than that used by

NAEP in its technical reports:

exp Eik=i /31i)
P(Xij = klei, ai 02j, 03xj) = K (4)

Ev.1 exP (ceiei

where Xii is the (rated) response of examinee i to item j, /3ki is a category k (k = 1, 2, ... , K)

location parameter for item j (thi 0), and cei is a slope or discrimination parameter for item j.

The parameter estimates we obtain from an MCMC fit are not expected to be identical to those

reported by NAEP for several reasons, most notably that we are using a different data set, but

also due to slight differences in parameterizations that lead us to specify slightly different prior
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Figure 9: Comparison of rater-by-item effects estimated using MCMC fitting of the GLLTM (GPC-

R model) and the faster E-M fitting of the LLTM (PC-R model). Rankings based on severity are

reasonably similar between these two approaches.
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distributions. Patz and Junker (1997b) report very precise agreement between 2PL parameter

estimates obtained through MCMC and those obtained using BILOG on the same data set.

The MCMC parameter estimates presented in Table 8 are based on a run of 10, 000 iterations

of a Markov chain following a "burn-in" of 1,000 iterations. The maximum Monte Carlo standard

error associated with these estimates is 0.05, suggesting that smalldifferences between these MCMC

estimates and those from MML and NAEP should not be over-interpreted at this point. Although

greater precision in MCMC estimates may be obtained from longer runs of the Markov chain, this

seemed unnecessary for our purposes here.

The information in Table 8 is depicted graphically in Figure 10. We can see that location pa-
ll rameters are generally very close, especially between MCMC and MML. Slope parameter estimates

for MCMC are systematically smaller than those reported by NAEP and those fit under MML.

This warranted some further investigation, especially with respect to the impact of the prior dis-

tributions on these parameters. Further investigation revealed that more diffuse priors had only

minimal impact on estimated parameters.

6.2 Unbalanced allocation designs

Of primary importance for the present study is the distribution of item responses to the set of

raters. Figure 12 depicts a table showing the number of responses to each item that are rated by

each rater.

The design in the assignment of raters to items has implications for our ability to detect and cor-

rect any rater effects. This is a general issue that holds for IRT analyses but for other methodologies

as well, such as generalizability theory.

Consider, for example, a situation where various raters rate partially overlapping sets of items,

as is the case for each of the item clusters shown in Figure 12. Such a situation precludes us

from investigating the generality of rater effects over items, as estimates of rater main effects will

be confounded with differences in difficulty of the items that the various raters rated. Similarly,

estimates of item difficulty will be confounded with differences in severity between groups of raters.

Consider, in particular, the fourth cluster of items (items 17 through 22) that is displayed in the

most right-hand panel of Figure 12. Two major groups of raters can be distinguished, those that

rate the first three items of the cluster (raters 452 through 457) , and those that rate the first two

and the last three (raters 467 through 479). Suppose that both groups of raters have the same
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1 1 I aram ' ' it " it 1 " ept
R012002 a 1.82 2.146 2.324
R012004 a 1.17 1.342 1.278
R012008 a 0.95 1.084 0.967
R012010 a 1.90 1.999 1.812
R012102 a 1.10 1.184 1.125
R012104 a 1.02 1.112 1.120
R012106 a 1.36 1.687 1.503
R012108 a 1.15 1.351 1.124
R012109 a 0.97 1.056 0.865
R012112 a 1.11 1.299 1.248
R012601 a 0.94 1.141 1.467
R012604 a 1.24 1.524 2.006
R012611 a 0.93 1.306 1.353
R015802 a 0.66 0.752 0.688
R012002 0 -0.28 -0.306 -0.432
R012004 /3 0.52 0.525 0.431
R012008 /3 -0.55 -0.561 -0.569
R012010 /3 -0.67 -0.651 -0.794
R012102 /3 0.01 0.006 -0.115
R012104 0 -0.27 -0.276 -0.397
R012106 /3 0.04 0.060 0.081
R012108 /3 -1.21 -1.247 -0.234
R012109 0 -1.26 -1.253 -0.514
R012112 /3 -0.98 -0.950 -1.027
R012601 0 1.37 1.433 1.687
R012604 /3 1.80 1.914 2.112
R012611 /3 0.19 0.246 0.290
R015802 /3 -0.72 -0.710 -0.878
R015803 a 0.83 1.014 1.010
R015806 a 0.96 1.083 1.049
R015807 a 0.84 1.015 0.994
R015808 a 0.81 0.956 0.986
R015803 01 -1.52 -1.573 -1.834
R015803 /32 1.44 1.524 1.557
R015806 01 -0.91 -0.900 -1.069
R015806 02 1.64 1.712 1.820
R015807 01 -1.03 -1.063 -1.325
R015807 02 0.98 1.056 1.002
R015808 01 -1.19 -1.189 -1.398
R015808 /32 1.55 1.644 1.432
R012006 a 0.36 0.788 0.819
R012607 a 0.51 1.161 1.530
R015804 a 0.48 1.510 0.971
R012006 01 0.55 1.270 1.522
R012006 /32 0.75 0.653 0.352
R012006 /33 0.47 0.626 0.675
R012607 01 0.36 0.808 0.813
R012607 /32 -0.28 -0.557 0.900
R012607 03 -0.09 0.16 2.018
R015804 01 2.71 3.472 2.930
R015804 /32 0.87 0.926 -1.659
R015804 /33 1.10 2.099 1.065
R012111 a 1.77 3.391 NA
R012111 01 -1.07 -1.464 NA
R012111 /32 0.90 1.242 NA
R012111 /33 2.53 3.428 NA

Table 8: Parameter estimates from MML and MCMC fits of open-ended items from the literary
experience scale of the NAEP 1994 State Assessment in Reading. Estimates should be similar but
not identical. MML and MCMC fits come from National Comparison Sample only, MCMC are
expected a posteriori (EAP) estimates using fairly disperse prior distributions. MML estimates
were obtained using PARDUX. NAEP collapsed levels on item R012111; our MCMC and MML
analyses did not. 37
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Figure 10: Comparison of MCMC parameter estimates with those reported by NAEP and those

obtained using an MML algorithm. Location parameters (13) are on the left, and discrimination

(or slope) parameters (a) are on the right.
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Figure 11: Comparison of fitted ICCs from MCMC, MML, NAEP (reported), and PCM for three

open-ended items. The fitted ICCs are generally quite close, differing most noticeably for two-level

items with relatively high or low estimated (GPC) discrimination parameters a.
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distribution of severity (for illustrative purposes), but that the items increase in difficulty going

from the first item to the last one in the cluster. Then, in contradiction to the initial assumption,

the second group of raters will appear to be more severe than the first group, only because of the

way that raters were assigned to student responses in the NAEP design. For this reason, we do

not fit a "main effects" rater model to this 1994 NAEP extract, whereas we were able to fit such a

model to the (artificially) balanced 1992 extract in section 5.3 above.

Also problematic is the uneven number of ratings provided by individual raters. Item 1, for

example, was rated 14 times by rater 310 and 440 times by rater 311. Estimation of rater sever-

ity for items with very few ratings is problematic, and this type of unbalance also complicates

interpretation of estimated rater severity parameters.

An optimal situation for monitoring the impact of rater effects is one where the design in the

assignment of raters to items is balanced, where the two facets, raters and items, are completely

crossed. In such a case, problems like the one described above would then be avoided. A completely

crossed design may not be feasible, given logistical constraints involved in NAEP. Nonetheless, an

appropriate partially balanced design, intended to facilitate the detection of rater-by-item bias,

would be a significant improvement.

6.3 LLTM analysis of rater effects in 1994 NAEP

GLLTMs (and the GPC-R in particular) generalize NAEP's existing IRT models, allowing us to

characterize the consequences of rater errors in terms of existing NAEP variables (item parameters,

scale scores, etc.). Unfortunately, the technology for fitting the GPC-R is too slow to use for real-

time rater diagnosis and feedback purposes.

PC-Rs, however, may be fit much more quickly and may have use in real-time applications.

PC-Rs are special cases of the models used by NAEP. In this section we describe two PC-Rs that

were fit to the 1994 data extract described in Section 6 above:

1. A regular partial credit model (PCM) that ignores potential rater effects and estimates only

II item difficulties and steps (based on all ratings available for each item).

I

2. A PC-R model with item-specific rater effects that includes rater severity parameters that

are specific to each item, in addition to item difficulties and item steps. The item-specific

rater parameters indicate how much more severe (or lenient) a rater is than the average rater

scoring a particular item.
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Distributions of raters over items
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Figure 12: Distribution (frequencies) of item responses to raters for the 1994 NAEP State Assess-

ment in Reading National Comparison Sample. The seriously unbalanced distribution complicates

analyses of rater-by-item bias.
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Model -21ogL No. Param AIC

NAEP 94 1. Partial credit (PCM) 62705.2 35 775.2
2. Item-specific rater effects (PC-R) 62331.2 291 913.2

Table 9: Goodness of fit for two PC-R models for the NAEP 1992 and 1994 data sets.

We do not fit a "main effects" rater model to this data set for the reasons mentioned above in

section 6.2.

Table 9 shows the overall goodness of fit of the two PC-R models fit to the 1994 NAEP data

extract. A likelihood-ratio test statistic indicates that the model goodness of fit to the data signif-

icantly improves when item-specific rater effects are taken into account (x356 = 374.0, p < 0.01).

This result is consistent with our analyses of the 1992 extract described in 5.3 above. According to

the AIC index the regular PCM seems to be the better fitting model. The difference between the

I two criteria for both data sets may be due to the relatively small size of the samples that we are

using relative to the size of the entire NAEP data sets. Had large enough data sets been used, it

is likely that, for this data set, the model with rater-by-item parameters would be deemed better

fitting by both criteria. In any case, it is the size of the rater-by-item effects that will determine

their significance.

Figure 13 graphically displays the item-specific rater effects for the 1994 data in the logit scale.

Four clusters of items were distinguished in the data set because they were rated by different sets of

raters. Severity estimates are shown for the raters that rated the items in each of the clusters. For

example, rater 52 varies considerably in severity for the items in cluster 2, being the most lenient

rater on item 6, less lenient on item 11, fairly close to the average on items 7, 8, 9, and 12, and the

most severe rater on item 10. The variability of rater 52 can be contrasted with the consistency of

rater 40, who rated four items (6, 7, 9, and 11) fairly close to the average.

To make interpretation of the rater effects easier and to indicate their impact on a subject's raw

score, selected rater effects are transformed and plotted in the raw score metric in Figure 14. This

figure indicates how much the score expected for an average ability student on a particular item

when rated by a particular rater deviates from the score expected for an average ability student

on average (i.e., rated by the average rater). Confidence intervals are indicated around this mean

deviation. When the confidence interval does not include zero, the rater is either significantly more

severe (bar below the zero line) or significantly more lenient (bar above the zero line). We can see,
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Figure 13: Distribution of estimated rater severities from the item-specific rater effect PC-R model

in the 1994 NAEP State Assessment in Reading at grade 4.
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Figure 14: PC-R estimated score deviations for an average ability student when rated by each rater,

as compared to the average rater, for item R012104 in NAEP's 1994 State Assessment Program in

Reading at grade 4.

for example, how the leniency effect of rater 52 on item 6 translates into raw score differences for

the persons the rater scored: roughly 30% of the subjects in a typical sample are more likely to get

a score of one on this item when rated by rater 52 compared to a score of zero when rated by the

average rater.

Overall, the estimated rater-by-item parameters have a standard deviation of 0.36, which is

similar to the estimate of 0.33 found in the 1992 data set. However, the unbalanced nature of

the distribution of item responses to raters (see Figure 12) makes interpretation of this number

difficult. The question of the match of the PC-R model results to the GPC-R results arises here

also. The ICCs in Figure 11 illustrate that the match is quite close.

As can be seen by comparing Figures 13 and 14 with Figures 1, 3, and 7 in earlier sections,

the rater effects in NAEP are of a similar size to those observed elsewhere. Without more detailed

data being made available, it is not possible to go beyond this. However, the similarity in size of

the effects would lead one to speculate 1) that the impact on individual student results in NAEP

would be similarly large, 2) that NAEP rater effects would also vary within scoring sessions, and

3) that NAEP rater effects may be reduced by feedback strategies.
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7 Quantifying and minimizing rater effects by design

As we have noted above, classical indices of rater reliability alone are inadequate for describing the

impact of rater errors when an IRT scale is used for scoring, as is the case in NAEP. In this section

we investigate the impact of rater effects on IRT scale scores and classical test reliability. NAEP,

of course, does not report individual test scale scores. Instead, five realizations from the posterior

distribution for individual scale scores (i.e., plausible values) are generated and used to calculate

NAEP statistics. Replicating NAEP's plausible value generation by fitting NAEP's conditioning

model is beyond the scope of the present study. It is nonetheless instructive to investigate the

relationship between IRT scale scores and rater effects like those that have been or might be

observed in NAEP or other educational assessments containing constructed-response items. We

present the results of such an investigation in this section.

We have also considered other strategies such as the rater feedback strategies described in

section 4. Unfortunately, the data made available to us, and to researchers in general (i.e., the 1992

and 1994 NAEP data CD-ROMs), do not give enough information to carry out interesting research

beyond what we describe here, which is primarily descriptive of the problems. More interesting

and useful work along those lines will have to await an increase in understanding of the nature of

the problem by those who carry out the NAEP scoring, and a readiness to share their information

with the general research community.

As noted in section 5.2 above, the impact of rater biases on test scores depends on both the

nature of the biases and on the allocation design for assigning item responses to raters. We investi-

gated these relationships by simulating NAEP responses under several configurations of rater error

types and rater allocation designs.

To clarify the question of interest herehow additive rater effects in the logit scale affect

test scores on the IRT scale and classical test reliabilitieswe focus on one complete set of items

presented to a subset of examinees. In particular, we consider scores that would be assigned to

students responding to items in one particular NAEP test booklet, containing two blocks of items

on NAEP's Literary Experience Reading scale. The particular booklet number is R3, as defined

in the NAEP Technical Report (Mazzeo, Allen, and Kline, 1995, p. 31). This booklet contains 10

multiple-choice items and 10 constructed-response items.

Experimental Conditions:

Rater severity type was classified in one of three conditions depending on the overall vari-
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ance of rater-by-item effects and on the proportion of that variance attributable to overall sever-

ity/leniency of individual raters across items. The first condition represents a control conditionno

rater effects are present, and data are generated from a standard GPC model. The second rater ef-

fect condition approximately reproduces the nature of the rater effects observed in the earlier NAEP

analyses (in sections 5 and 6). Under this "mild" condition the standard deviation, of the

rater-by-item effects was 0.34, and 54% of the variance is attributable to overall (mean) rater effects

across items (i.e., a? = 0.54a2rj ). The third condition represents a very severe rater variabilityPr P

(apr) = 1.43) which is almost entirely accounted for by overall rater severity: ak. = 0.98a p2ri.

Allocation design had three conditions. In 1992 NAEP raters were randomly assigned to

student papers, but one rater scores all performances by the student. This assignment "by student"

is the first allocation design condition. The second condition reflects the practice of NAEP in 1994.

In this "random" condition, raters are randomly assigned to student responses, so each response by

each student is rated by a randomly selected rater. The third allocation design is proposed as a way

to systematically cancel out the effects of any rater bias at the test booklet level. In this "stratified"

condition, the set of raters are divided into ten deciles based on rater severity, separately for each

item. Each of the ten open-ended responses of a student are then distributed randomly so that

one rater from each severity decile rates one response. This design eliminates the possibility that

a booklet will by chance be rated by a preponderance of severe (or lenient) raters. It is important

to note that in this simulation we assume that the rater severities are known (see the discussion

below).

It is also important to clarify what is being simulated and what is being held fixed in this

simulation study. The following values are held fixed: First, there are N = 1, 000 examinees

with proficiencies 9's fixed at 100 equally spaced quantiles of a N(0, 1) distribution. There are ten

students at each unique 9, and the set of 9's are consistent with a N(0, 1) distribution. Second, there

are J = 20 NAEP items with parameters as reported in the NAEP Technical Report (Mazzeo, Allen,

and Kline, 1995, p. 323). Ten are multiple-choice items, four are two-level constructed-response

items, four are 3-level constructed-response items, and two are 4-level constructed-response items.

Third, there are R = 20 raters with severities prj fixed at equally spaced quantiles of the normal

distribution implied by their experimental condition as described above. The number of NAEP

raters scoring any single item ranged from 7 to 26, and this irregularity, as well as the highly

uneven number of ratings made by any rater are problematic in reality (see section 6.2) and not
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replicated in our simulation.

The following values are simulated: First, the allocation of responses to raters is carried out

randomly according to allocation design. Second, rated item responses are randomly generated

based on the proficiency, item, and rater parameters. Third, maximum likelihood 0 estimates

are obtained for each vector of responses using the IRT program PARDUX (Burket, 1996). Two

replications of these data generation and 0 estimation steps are performed for each fixed student-

item combination, over which only the rater assignment is varied. The two replicated response

vectors yield two raw scores (total number of points), and the correlation of these two raw scores

provides an estimate of the classical test reliability. Each estimated 0 may be compared to the true

0 used to generate the data, and the square root of the mean squared error (RMSE) provides an

estimate of the IRT standard error of measurement.

Finally, the entire simulation was conducted ten times under each condition, because this allows

us to report not only the mean statistics but also the standard error of the mean, which quantifies

the uncertainty attributable to the simulation process (i.e., the Monte Carlo standard error). Thus

the results reported in Tables 10 through 13 are based on simulated responses of 10,000 examinees.

Since the allocation design is irrelevant when no rater effects are present, results for severity type

"none" are collapsed across allocation design and 30,000 simulated examinees are used in the

calculation of RMSE and reliability.

Of primary interest in the simulated data sets are the following:

Accuracy of the resulting scale scores, as measured by the RMSE for estimated and true 0's.

Classical test reliability, as measured by the correlation of the two replicated raw scores.

7.1 Simulation results

Table 10 presents estimates of classical reliability for each experimental condition. These estimates

are means across 10 replications of each 1,000-examinee simulation described above. Standard

errors associated with these means are given in parentheses. Two estimated reliabilities may be

viewed as significantly different (i.e., well distinguished from each other by this estimation method)

if the roughly 4-standard-error-wide intervals centered at the estimates do not overlap.

The reliability of the test booklet raw score is 0.863 when no rater effects are present, and this

reliability drops significantly under "mild" rater effects in a "by student" design, and under "severe"

rater effects in any of the three allocation designs. A significant decrease in reliability is avoided
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Allocation
Severity Type

None Mild Severe

By student 0.854 (0.002) 0.717 (0.006)

Random 0.863 (0.001) 0.861 (0.002) 0.838 (0.002)

Stratified 0.864 (0.002) 0.849 (0.001)

Table 10: Estimated classical reliability coefficients from a set of responses to items in one 20-item
NAEP test booklet, for several types of rater effects and rater allocation schemes. Standard errors
of the estimates are in parentheses.

under "mild" rater effects if the allocation is either "random" or "stratified." The increase in

reliability gained by randomization in the presence of "mild" rater effects from 0.854 to 0.861, may

be thought of as equivalent to an increase in test booklet length of 6%, or about 1 "average" item

(using the Spearman-Brown formula; see, e.g., Allen and Yen, 1979, p. 86). Since the "mild" rater

effect is approximately that observed in NAEP, we estimate that by switching from a "by student"

design in 1992 to a "random" design in 1994, NAEP gained a measure of accuracy approximately

equivalent to an increase in test booklet length of one item.

The stratified randomization allocation design provides a significant increase in reliability in

the presence of known, severe rater effects. We stress that these rater effects are quite severe, and

that we are assuming them to be known. We consider simulations under "severe" rater effects and

"stratified" allocation design to be proof of a promising concept. General usefulness of such an

approach will depend on our ability to make accurate, real-time estimates of rater severity.

Table 11 presents the square root of the mean squared error (RMSE) in estimating 6 based

on simulated responses to the complete NAEP test booklet, for each level of rater severity and

each allocation design. The pattern of differences is consistent with those observed among the

s reliabilities, with one notable anomaly: the RMSE for a stratified randomization under severe

rater effects is actually lower than the RMSE attained when no rater effects are present. Further

investigation reveals that the stratification results in smaller standard deviations for both realized

raw scores and estimated scale scores (approximately 5% in each case), and consequently results

in smaller RMSE without necessarily improved reliability. Viewed in this light, the smaller RMSE

under stratification is similar to what one would expect from a shrinkage estimator, and thus RMSE

should not be the considered as the sole basis for comparison of methodologies. We note again that

classical reliability remains lower under "severe" rater effects even under stratified allocation.

We also repeated the complete simulation study described above using only the constructed-
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Severity Type
Allocation None Mild Severe

By student 0.495 (0.003) 0.775 (0.005)
Random 0.480 (0.001) 0.481 (0.003) 0.494 (0.003)

Stratified 0.479 (0.003) 0.463 (0.003)

Table 11: Square root of the mean squared error in estimating 8 from the 20-item NAEP test
booklet, for several types of rater effects and rater allocation schemes.

Allocation
Severity Type

None Mild Severe

By student
Random

Stratified
0.808 (0.001)

0.798
0.804
0.804

(0.002)
(0.003)
(0.003)

0.590
0.770
0.785

(0.006)
(0.003)
(0.003)

Table 12: Estimated classical reliability coefficients from the abbreviated test containing only the
ten constructed-response items in the NAEP test booklet. In the absence of multiple-choice items,
the impact of systematic rater effects is exacerbated.

response items from NAEP test booklet R.3. The results for reliabilities and RMSE are presented in

Tables 12 and 13. We can see by comparing Tables 12 and 10 that the benefits of randomization un-

der severe rater effects are proportionately greater for tests consisting of only constructed-response

items. It is under these conditions, too, that a stratified randomization brings the greatest im-

provement. Figure 15 compares estimated IRT standard error curves under regular randomization

and stratified randomization. The improvement in reliability is estimated to be equivalent to a 9%

increase in test length.

Severity Type
Allocation None Mild Severe

By student 0.604 (0.004) 0.971 (0.007)
Random 0.582 (0.002) 0.586 (0.004) 0.607 (0.004)

Stratified 0.587 (0.003) 0.562 (0.004)

Table 13: RMSE in estimating 0 using only the ten constructed-response items from the 20-item
NAEP test booklet.
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Figure 15: Estimated standard error of measurment (SEM) curves for the ten constructed- response

items in booklet R3, in the presence of severe rater effects, under two allocation designs. Stratified

randomization results in an improvement over simple randomization equivalent to a 9% increase in

test length.
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8 Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

44

The professional scoring for the NAEP open-ended items is of "industry standard" quality. This is

clear by noting the similar range for the 1994 "matched pair" scores with, say, the CLAS Mathe-

matics results noted above. The matches for the NAEP dichotomous items are somewhat higher

than the CLAS matches, and the matches for the items with more score levels are the same or a

little lower. We have characterized these discrepancies as rater biases (rater "severities"), and past

research on CLAS and the Golden State Exam have been used to demonstrate that matches at

the "industry standard" level may hide within them some large and troubling effects. When these

results are aggregated, so long as the raters are well distributed across students within groups, this

bias will usually be reduced, or even eliminated. However, the rater effects will persist, at least in

theory, in the form of an underestimation of error variance. In the NAEP context, this will emerge

as an underestimation in plausible value variance, which will affect secondary analyses, making any

inferences based on the plausible values less conservative than they should be.

There have been suggestions of changes to NAEP that would affect this argument. For example,

it has been suggested that NAEP should include a comporn ,; that examines students' progress

through the school years (Greeno, Pearson, and Schoenfeld, 1996). If this were to be a serious

consideration, then the reduction in bias due to aggregation would not be relevant, and one would

have to deal more directly with rater effects. This would, of course, be exacerbated if rater training

and control characteristics varied from year to year, an effect we could not study with the current

state of data recording in NAEP (see more on this below).

A review of the literature reveals that rater effects can be quite significant, and that they may

take several forms. Rater bias is present when individual raters have consistent tendencies to be

differentially severe or lenient in IT:tng particular test items. Raters may also drift, becoming more

harsh or lenient over the course of the rating period. The magnitude of rater effects and their

impact on test scores can be quite significant, and yet this may be well hidden when only a few

traditional measures of reliability (e.g., percent exact agreement among raters) are reported. That

is, it is quite possible to have high percentages of exact agreement between raters and yet have

significant amounts of rater bias affecting test scores.

Providing raters with periodic feedback during the rating process can significantly improve

the quality of ratings, although effective intervention requires fast and accurate algorithms for
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quantifying rater severity.

Analyses of data from 1992 and 1994 NAEP State Reading Assessments at grade 4 reveal several

important facts about rater effects in NAEP. Rater effects, in particular, differential severity of

raters scoring individual items, are detectable in NAEP. Quantifying the size and impact of these

effects is hampered by several factors, two of the most important being that 1) the technology for

generalizing NAEP's scaling models to include rater parameters is currently in its formative stages,

and 2) the design for the allocation of responses to raters is unbalanced. Our analyses address and

partially overcome the first limitation; the second limitation can and should be addressed in the

design of future NAEP scoring sessions.

The within-year rater effects we detect in NAEP are not particularly large, especially when con-

sidered in light of other sources of uncertainty and error in NAEP. In the context of NAEP, these

rater effects are mitigated by 1) the presence of multiple-choice items in addition to constructed

response items, 2) the randomization of individual responses to raters, and 3) the aggregate nature

of NAEP's reported statistics. In this context, the across-year rater effects may be of more impor-

tance.

The method of distributing responses to raters can have very significant consequences for the

impact of rater errors. We found that randomization of individual responses instead of intact

booklets may lead to a significant reduction in the error associated with estimated proficiencies.

This improvement is especially significant in the presence of large rater biases that tend to be

consistent across the items of a test. This item-by-item randomization, not used in 1992 NAEP

but adopted for 1994 NAEP, leads to an improvement in the accuracy of plausible values that

we estimate to be equivalent to adding one additional test item to NAEP's roughly 20-item test

booklets.

We introduced a stratified randomization procedure that attempts to cancel the residual rater

biases at a test score (or plausible values) level. This procedure, which could be incorporated

into an integrated system for rater training, monitoring, and feedback, is shown in simulations to

III
significantly improve proficiency estimation in the presence of severe rater effects. This finding

is of general interest to the educational measurement field and should be investigated further and

tested on a pilot basis. Implementation of such a strategy depends on the implementation of rater

monitoring methods such as those described above.

III The randomization of responses to raters needs to be carried out in a way that ensures that
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unbalanced designs do not result. Regardless of which particular randomization procedure is used,

the distribution of responses to raters should be conducted in a statistically balanced fashion.

NAEP rescores 25% of the responses to open-ended items. Currently, information from the

second ratings is used only for quality control purposes. Once levels of exact agreement between

ratings are deemed acceptably high, the second rating is discarded and the first is retained and used

for subsequent inference (see, e.g., Johnson, Mazzeo, and Kline, 1994, pp. 88-91). Information from

the second set of ratings, if incorporated appropriately, should bring greater precision to NAEP's

reported statistics. In generalizability theory, the inclusion of second ratings is a standard and

accepted practice. The current methods for using second ratings in IRT have been criticized on the

grounds that they overestimate the contribution of the repeated measures (Patz, 1996). The amount

of additional information available to NAEP but not used should motivate useful development of

appropriate statistical methodology for incorporating information from multiple ratings of student

work.

8.2 Recommendations

Based on the analyses conducted in this project, a review of related literature, and experiences from

related research projects on rater effects, we make the following recommendations for consideration

by the National Assessment Governing Board in its redesign of NAEP:

1. NCES and NAEP should continue to develop a better framework for reporting on rater reli-

ability in IRT contexts. In particular, NCES should require that NAEP contractors quantify

how reported statistics would be expected to vary over replications of the professional scoring

process.

2. NCES and its NAEP contractors should make more detailed information on the scoring

process available, including time-stamped scoring data, read-behind, and/or check-sets data.

This will facilitate investigation of the behavior of raters over the course of the scoring sessions

and also from year to year.

3. NCES and its NAEP contractors should continue to develop and deploy systems that take

full advantage of imaging technology in professional scoring. In particular, continued ad-

vances should be encouraged in systems for randomizing responses to raters, monitoring rater

performance, and providing raters real-time feedback.
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4. NCES should experiment with advanced randomization procedures based on real-time mon-

itoring of rater seventies in order to cancel residual differences in rater seventies at the scale

score (i.e., plausible values) level.

5. NCES should investigate improved methods of rubric standardization using imaging in order

to increase the validity of NAEP's longitudinal equating.

6. NCES should encourage research to develop appropriate statistical methodology for incorpo-

rating information from multiple ratings of student work when item response theory scoring

is used.
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